
Sheikh Al Mahshi
Fried corgette stuffed with lamb mince meat, 
pine nuts and onions, cooked in youghurt. 
Served with rice
Minimum Order: £49.00 (6 people, 25 pieces)
Lead Time: 5 days.

Shish Barak

All our dishes are prepared by 
highly skilled chefs, using only
the highest quality ingredients,
In a hygienic environment. 

                          How to Order:
1) choose your meal
2) Go to www.yasmeenkitchen.com
3) Order and pay for your dish
4) if you have any questions, email, phone or dm

Pastry parcels filled with lamb mince meat, garlic 
and corriander and cooked in youghurt
Minimum Order: £49.00 (6 people, 30 pieces)
Lead Time: 5 days.

Escalope Chicken Strips
Boneless thinned out pieces of chicken, 
coated and fried.
Minimum Order: £40.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 3 days.

1 Blenheim Terrace, St Johns Wood, NW8 0EH.          Our dishes contain traces of Nuts, Gluten, Milk, Sesame and Soya. 
 

Sabanekh (Spinach)
Spinach cooked with fresh corriander, lamb 
and served with rice
Minimum Order: £49.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 3 days.

Harak Esbao
Pasta, lentils, pomogranate sauce,
 carmalised onions, corriander, garlic and 
fried bread
Minimum Order: £19.00 (6 people, 1KG)
Lead Time: 3 days.

Kharouf Mehshi
Rice cooked with lamb mince meat and some fried
mixed nuts on top with lamb shoulder on top
Minimum Order: £49.00 (6 people, 25 pieces)
Lead Time: 3 days.

Ouzy
Puff pastry filled with rice, pease, mince l
amb meat with some fried mixed nuts
Minimum Order: £49.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 5 days.

Frikeh Djej (Chicken)
Frikeh, with chicken and fried mixed nuts.
Minimum Order: £49.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 3 days.

Frikeh Lahme (Lamb)
Frikeh, with lamb and fried mixed nuts.
Minimum Order: £49.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 3 days.

Dawoud Basha
Meat balls cooked in tomato sauce with
sweet peppers. Served with rice
Minimum Order: £45.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 3 days.



Bamieh (Okra)
Okra stew with lamb pieces cooked in tomato sauce. 
Served with rice
Minimum Order: £45.00  (6 people,)
Lead Time: 3 days.

Fasoulia Green

All our dishes are prepared by 
highly skilled chefs, using only
the highest quality ingredients,
In a hygienic environment. 

                          How to Order:
1) choose your meal
2) Go to www.yasmeenkitchen.com
3) Order and pay for your dish
4) if you have any questions, email, phone or dm

Green beans with lamb pieces cooked with tomato 
sauce. Served with rice.
Minimum Order: £45.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 3 days.

Mousaka Batinjan
Baked seasoned aubegine slow cooked with
tomatoes, garlic, sweet peppers and chickpeas.  
Served with rice
Minimum Order: £45.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 3 days.

1 Blenheim Terrace, St Johns Wood, NW8 0EH.          Our dishes contain traces of Nuts, Gluten, Milk, Sesame and Soya. 
 

Rice Moujadara 
Lentil and rice topped with cramalised onions.
Minimum Order: £40.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 3 days.

Burghol Moujadara
Lentil and burghol topped with cramalised onions.
Minimum Order: £40.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 3 days.

Moufaraket Potato
Fried potato cubes cooked with lamb minced 
meat and onions.
Minimum Order: £40.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 3 days.

Moufaraket Zucchini
Corgette pieces cooked with lamb mince meat.
Minimum Order: £40.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 3 days.

Chicken Kabse
A perfectly marinated chicken, cooked with 
tomatoes, tomato paste, onions and mixed 
spices. Served with rice topped with fried nuts.
Minimum Order: £49.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 3 days.

Lamb Kabse
Slow cooked lamb, cooked with tomatoes, 
tomato paste, onions and mixed spices. 
Served with rice topped with fried nuts.
Minimum Order: £49.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 3 days.

Kibbeh Bil Laban
Kibbe cooked in youghurt.  Served with rice
Minimum Order: £49.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 3 days.



Kibbeh Bil Seinyeh
Baked ground Meat with crushed Wheat stuffed 
with Minced Meat, Pine Nuts and Onions.
Served with yoghurt 
Minimum Order: £25.00  (6 people,)
Lead Time: 3 days.

Kibbeh Bil Seikh

All our dishes are prepared by 
highly skilled chefs, using only
the highest quality ingredients,
In a hygienic environment. 

                          How to Order:
1) choose your meal
2) Go to www.yasmeenkitchen.com
3) Order and pay for your dish
4) if you have any questions, email, phone or dm

Skewered Kibbeh. Bulgur (cracked wheat) finely 
ground lamb meat, onions (bulb) sweet pepper, nuts,
spices, served with grilled tomatoes, onions.
Minimum Order: £35.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 3 days.

Makloube Batinjan
Fried aubergine on top of rice cooked with
lamb mince meat.
Minimum Order: £49.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 3 days.

1 Blenheim Terrace, St Johns Wood, NW8 0EH.          Our dishes contain traces of Nuts, Gluten, Milk, Sesame and Soya. 
 

Mehshi Kousa bil Laban
Corgette stuffed with rice and lamb mince 
meat cooked in youghurt sauce
Minimum Order: £49.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 5 days.

Mounazalet Batinjan
Fried aubergine stuffed with lamb mince 
meat cooked with tomato sauce.  Served with rice
Minimum Order: £40.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 3 days.

Mehshi Kousa
Corgette stuffed with rice and lamb mince meat
cooked in tomato sauce
Minimum Order: £49.00 (6 people, 30 pieces)
Lead Time: 5 days.

Mehshi Batinjan
Aurbergine stuffed with rice and lamb mince
meat cooked in tomato sauce
Minimum Order: £49.00 (6 people, 30 pieces)
Lead Time: 5 days.

Mehshi Malfouf Warak Enab (Vine Leaves)
Vine leaves stuffed with rice and lamb mince meat 
Minimum Order: £49.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 5 days.

Shakrieh
Lamb shoulder/shank cooked in youghurt
Minimum Order: £49.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 3 days.



Lahme Bil Fern
Lamb mince meat cooked in the oven with tomato
potato and onions.
Minimum Order: £45.00  (6 people,)
Lead Time: 3 days.

Lahme with Tahina

All our dishes are prepared by 
highly skilled chefs, using only
the highest quality ingredients,
In a hygienic environment. 

                          How to Order:
1) choose your meal
2) Go to www.yasmeenkitchen.com
3) Order and pay for your dish
4) if you have any questions, email, phone or dm

Lamb mince meat cooked in the oven with tahina 
and potato.
Minimum Order: £35.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 3 days.

Stroganoff
Pieces of beef fillet cooked with cream sauce, 
mushrooms, sweet peppers, onions and garlic. 
Served with rice
Minimum Order: £45.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 3 days.

1 Blenheim Terrace, St Johns Wood, NW8 0EH.          Our dishes contain traces of Nuts, Gluten, Milk, Sesame and Soya. 
 

Tabakh Roho
Cubes of lamb cooked with pices of courgette,
tomato and aubergibe, dry mint and garlic.  
Served with bourghol
Minimum Order: £45.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 3 days.

Borghol Banadora
Borghul cooked with fresh tomato
Minimum Order: £40.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 3 days.

Sharhat Moutafaieh
Steak lamb fillet cooked in the oven with potato,
lemon, garlic and olive oil
Minimum Order: £45.00 (6 people, 12 pieces)
Lead Time: 3 days.

Riz Bil Foul
Rice cooked with beans and lamb pieces.
Minimum Order: £40.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 3 days.

Jedi Bil Zeit
Fried lamb shank cooked with potato and carrot 
pieces lemon, garlic and olive oil.  Served with rice.
Minimum Order: £49.00 (6 people, 6 pieces)
Lead Time: 3 days.

Fatet Houmous
Chickpeas with Pita, Yogurt, Pine Kernels 
Minimum Order: £35.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 3 days.

Fatet Djej (Chicken)
Chickpeas with Pita, Yogurt, Pine Kernels 
& Chicken  
Minimum Order: £40.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 3 days.



Fatet Makdous
Fried aubergine stuffed with lamb mince meat 
cooked with tomato sauce, fried bread and tahina.
Minimum Order: £42.00  (6 people,)
Lead Time: 3 days.

Fatet Lahem (Lamb)

All our dishes are prepared by 
highly skilled chefs, using only
the highest quality ingredients,
In a hygienic environment. 

                          How to Order:
1) choose your meal
2) Go to www.yasmeenkitchen.com
3) Order and pay for your dish
4) if you have any questions, email, phone or dm

Lamb cubes cooked with rice, fried bread and tahina
and youghurt sauce.
Minimum Order: £45.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 3 days.

Basmashkat
Lamb steak stuffed with rice and lamb mince meat.
Minimum Order: £49.00 (
6 people,  12 small pieces or 6 large pieces)
Lead Time: 5 days.

1 Blenheim Terrace, St Johns Wood, NW8 0EH.          Our dishes contain traces of Nuts, Gluten, Milk, Sesame and Soya. 
 

Sayadieh
Cod fillet on top of spiced rice and caramalised 
onions with tahina on the side.
Minimum Order: £49.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 3 days.

Bazellah 
Pea, carrot and potato stew and lamb 
cubes cooked in tomato sauce , 
served with rice
Minimum Order: £45.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 3 days.

Fasoulia Bayda
White Bean stew, in tomato sauce served with rice
Minimum Order: £45.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 3 days.

Moughrabieh
Moughrabieh (wheat semolina dough pearls, 
similar to couscouss but larger) with onion 
and chicken 
Minimum Order: £45.00 (6 people)
Lead Time: 5 days.

Mixed Grill
Chargrilled skewers of lamb cubes, chicken cubes, 
minced lamb kebab
Minimum Order: £45.00 (6 people, total of 18 skewers)
Lead Time: 1 day.


